
Rum, s*d*my & the lash 
Scenario TWo: THe War oF JeD’S ear 

Umpires C*NFIDENTIAL briefing  

 

1. WIND STRENGTH TABLE: 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Summer Becalmed Light Light Medium Medium Gale 
Spring & 
fall 

Light Light Medium Medium Gale  Gale 

Winter Light Medium Medium Gale Gale gale 
 

 

ON THE TACTICAL DISPLAYS 

 

2. Midway through each battle fought on the tactical display, one 

tactical card will be drawn for random events.  

3. Ships which are broadside to broadside will each roll a d6  – scoring 

their number or less (eg. 3 for a fourth rater) gains a hit, UNLESS the 

enemy also scores their own number or less.  

4. SHipS WHicH manage To ‘Double’ on anoTHer SHip Will gain a Free SHoT 

without receiving enemy fire.  

5. SHipS WHicH ‘rake’ an enemy Will gain a Free SHoT WiTHouT receiving 

enemy fire.  

6. A ship which is hit is turned over To SHoW iTS ‘reDuceD’ SiDe; iF alreaDy 

reduced, then (d6) 1,2,3 the ship manages to limp back to the nearest 

friendly or neutral port – 4,5 the ship is captured  - 6 the ship sinks.  

7. Captured ships must be guarded by at least one enemy for the 

duration of the battle; a new chit of the same rate can then be 

introduced in a home country dockyard, and the original chit 

discarded.   

8. OPTIONAL RULE: Bomb ketch placed next to a shore battery eliminates 

it, but is itself eliminated.  

9. OPTIONAL RULE: Shore batteries score an automatic hit on nearest 

enemy ship each round. 

 

  



ON THE STRATEGIC DISPLAYS 

 

10. Despite what is said in the player briefing, fireships and bomb ketches 

will not in fact be deployed in this particular scenario, mainly to 

reduce complexity.  

11. Player plans are to be produced for each quarter (starting winter 

1743-44), and adjudicated over three monthly rounds, and if necessary 

weeks [making weather rolls for each of these sub-rounds: wind 

direction as shown on the maps; wind speed = 1 becalmed (not winter) 

2,3 light winds 4,5 medium winds 6 gale].  

12. Players can adjust their plan – subject to the time taken for 

messages to reach their recipients, and possible interception of 

messages – in the light of monthly events.  

13. One strategic card will be drawn per month for each player actively 

commanding a fleet.  

14. REPLACEMENTS: each side gets SIX points per quarterly turn, where 

repairing a mast anywhere on the maps = 1 point, a fireship or bomb 

ketch = 2 pts, fourth rate = 3, third rate = 4, second rate = 5,  first 

rate = 6 points; place replacement units on turn track for 

introduction next quarter.  

15. Ships in port can be repaired in one round, without using replacement 

points, provided that the port has been well supplied with naval 

stores.  

16. Ships unchallenged by a defending enemy fleet, or which survive such a 

challenge without retiring, may land troops/marines if carried. These 

troops may then lay siege to the citadel of the port.  

17. A port siege will succeed if it remains undisturbed until the umpire 

deems the citadel to have fallen (after a minimum of three months and 

very often longer).  

18. Superior forts are shown with a different symbol on the maps, egs. 

Villefranche, Cartagena de los Indias).  

19. Messages by sea may only be sent by detaching at least one ship from 

the fleet for this purpose. The message MUST be written.  

20. Overland journeys by admirals take one month.  

 

 

 

 

 


